’TIS THE SEASON
(for hiding your face)
Do you love Halloween? Do you wish you could enjoy that
special feeling all year long? If so, then you’re reading
exactly the right promotional flyer, my friend!
The Unknown Wrestler League is now accepting applications for its latest round. Every wrestler in this unique
league is masked until they are eliminated — or until they
reach the final bulletin! They’re identified only as Masked
Wrestler #36, Masked Wrestler #70, etc. You will receive
the ID numbers of your wrestlers when you join. Keep
them secret! The whole point of the UWL is that you know
your own wrestlers’ numbers, but everyone else’s identity is a mystery. How cool would it be if you found out that
the wrestler you were feuding with turned out to belong
to one of your stablemates? Pretty cool, indeed.
Each cycle, the five lowest-ranked wrestlers must show
their faces to the crowd, and then we show them the door.
The League Champion has the option of forcing a sixth
wrestler to attend the unmasking ceremony, but beware:
if the manager of the wrestler you choose to eliminate still
has grapplers remaining in the league, you may have just
painted a bullseye on your own back! Your victim may
even take advantage of the fact that UWL battle royal winners receive a free League title shot the following cycle.
UWL wrestlers must belong to another league, and continue to compete in that league at the same time as this
one. For that reason, their UWL strategies do not count
toward any major titles, such as the IWA World Championship. However, if you end up wearing the League strap

during the final cycle, you’ll be awarded an engraved
championship belt and 25 free matches! Your achievement will also be recognized in the IWA Report. Just ask
Donald Henry, the most recent winner, how great that
feels.
All records in the UWL start at 0-0 to avoid giving clues to
anyone’s identity. When a wrestler is eliminated, their
wins (but not losses or ties), imaginary money, and stars
are added to the stats in their original league — no tricks,
all treat!
You may enter up to six of your existing (so to speak)
wrestlers in the UWL. Neatly print the necessary information on the form below, or use a blank sheet of paper, or
email it to us. Include the $1 fee for each wrestler, which
entitles them to a battle royal entry during the first cycle,
as well as one match against a random jobber. You may request that we have your wrestler face additional random
jobbers at the usual prices.
This time, the UWL will use the Iron Federation hold
values. The first elimination ceremony is scheduled for
November 29th, so make sure we receive your envelope
by then. After that date, no new wrestlers will be permitted to experience the fun of participating in this league
(until the next iteration, that is, but that will likely be more
than a year later).
Join today, and see if your wrestler has what it takes to be
the final man/woman in the Iron mask!

I’m enclosing $1. Enter my wrestler in the Unknown Wrestler League!
My wrestler’s name _____________________________________________________________________________________________ League _____________ ID # _____________
Strategy: 1 _____________ 12 _____________ 13 _____________ 14 _____________ 15 _____________ 16 _____________ 17 _____________ 18 _____________
Strategy: 9 _____________ 10 _____________ 11 _____________ 12 _____________ 13 _____________ 14 _____________ 15 _____________ 00 _____________
My name _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street address ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City, state, ZIP Code ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(List additional wrestlers
If my wrestler is unmasked (check one): q List my name as their manager
q Do not list my name
on the back of this form.)

